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The writer's answer was optimistic. Anthony Eden was
infinitely more than a clever strategist in politics. He had been
too often up against it at Geneva not to have developed
hidden reserves of power essential to great Parliamentary
leadership. * Not since Lord Rosebery has there come into
English politics a man so full of promise. In the case of
Lord Rosebery the promise for a variety of reasons was not
fulfilled. I am convinced that it will be otherwise with
Anthony Eden.*
Eden's promotion to the Cabinet, then, occasioned no sur-
prise while the complexity of the international situation sug-
gested the need for some special reinforcement of the Foreign
Office. That Sir Samuel Hoare and Eden should be called
upon to exercise what almost amounted to parallel authority
over our foreign policy gave widespread satisfaction. There
might be loose ends in the arrangement; but the personal
qualities of the two men, it was felt, would overcome all
technical difficulties and objections.
For Sir Samuel Hoare had just steered through Parliament
one   of   the   most   stupendous   legislative   undertakings
of   our  or   any  other   time.     Through  all   the   anxious
months  as Secretary of State he nursed and reared the
great  India  Act,  and  with  an  almost  incredible  persis-
tence   and   suavity  he  wore   down   ChurchilPs  melodra-
matic antagonism.    He showed himself a man of quiet
dignity with a wonderful grasp of detail.   Tory, no doubt,
as twenty years the Member for Chelsea would suggest,
but Tory Democrat as well.   Hoare's reputation was at its
zenith.   In the general estimate, it was no doubt felt that
he would supply nearly all Simon's intellectual qualities, with
the essential addition either of conviction itself or belief in
conviction. Yet within six months this experiment in diarchy
was to have crashed to the ground and to have coincided with
one of the most disastrous periods in the whole history of
British foreign policy.   By September 1935 Hoare's career
seemed set for 10 Downing Street. By November 1935 &

